PALLET STACKER / DISPENSER

Frame: Welded structural steel frame with heavy gauge steel enclosure panels.

Magazine: Steel lined with structural steel support channels on three sides, standard magazine 8’ high, 15 pallet capacity. Loading / unloading of stacked pallets is available at 90° or 180° from in-feed / exit of drag chain conveyor.

Fingers: Pneumatically operated pallet holding fingers

Lift: Electrically driven hydraulic lift table to lift and lower stacks of pallets as required for stacking or dispensing of pallets.


Conveyor: Dual chain conveyor integrated within the unit extends 2’-6” beyond frame. Conveyor elevation 18” top of chain. Other conveyor lengths and elevations are available.

Pallets: Unit capable of stacking or dispensing a consistent pallet size. Pallets must be in good condition, and allow holding fingers to operate dependably.

Paint: ALBA standard blue, with safety yellow guards.

Conveyor and accessories sold separately
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